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Basal reader approach

... The Pixland/Pixland/Getty Images Basal Reading Approach is a method of teaching children to read that employs books, workbooks and activities in the order in which each book or activity is designed to build on skills acquired earlier. The word basal means base or basic. The basal reading approach
creates and builds on the foundations of basic skills. 1 McGuffey Readers The oldest version of the basal approach was mcguffey readers, used in American schools from 1836 to 1960. These focused on teaching reading through phonetics, that is, they learn to read by sounding words. While the first
McGuffey Readers featured very simplistic texts and were often repetitive, the books later in the series featured excerpts from literature, including Shakespeare, Byron and Wordsworth. 2 Dick and Jane The most famous version of the basal approach was a series of books published by Scott Foresman
Co. from the 1930s to the 1960s, which included the characters Dick and Jane. The Dick and Jane series was based on the then current behavioral theories about how children learned, often repeating the word on the page several times, along with a picture illustrating its meaning. For example, a page
might include a picture of Dick throwing a toy plane into the sky, along with the words Go Up, Up, Up. 3 Phonetics vs Whole Word Method Dick and Jane series, rather than learning reading through phonetics, relied on look-say or an entire word reading method. By repeating it, the child learned to
recognize the appearance of the word and associate it with the spoken word. This method was heavily criticized in Rudolf Flesch's 1955 book Why Johnny Can't Read, which argued that the whole word method led to children developing limited readership dictionaries and that these children would have
difficulty reading outside the programmed sequence of basal access books. 4 The current basal reading approach of Scott Foresman Co. stopped publishing the Dick and Jane series by the end of the 1960s, but the basal approach to reading continues today. Contemporary basal readers often include
extras such as CDs, games, posters and puppets, but they are still based on the idea of a programmed series of readings and activities aimed at gradually building on a set of skills. Many current publishers incorporate phonetics learning and engaging reading materials to overcome past criticisms of the
basal approach. Textbooks used to teaching reading and related skills are redirected to schoolchildren Reading books here. For more use, see Read a book (decipher). This article needs additional citations for validation. Help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material
can be attacked and removed. Find sources: Basal reader - news · newspaper · scholar · JSTOR (March 2011) (Learn how and when to delete this message template) Part of the series read Learning to Read Learn to Read Scientific Theories &amp; Models Dual Route Theory Simple View Reading
Cognitive Processes Understanding Phonemic Awareness Phonological Awareness SubvoCalization Word Recognition Word Recognition Reading Instructions Analytical Phonics Basal Reader Guided Reading Independent Reading Literary Circle Phonics Reciprocal Teaching Structured Word Query
Synthetic Phonics Full Language Reading Speed Continuous Reading Speed Readability Test Reading Differences &amp; Disability Dyslexia Hyperlexia Reading disability Reading for special needs Language Alphabetical principle Braille Dolch word list Grapheme History of printing language languages
by writing system Morpheme Orthography Phoneme Sight word word word writing writing system Children's literature Critical literacy Close reading Remote reading Great Books Literacy Literature Literature Criticism Functionality illiteracy Family literacy Vte Readers Bazal readers are textbooks used to
teaching reading and related skills to schoolchildren. They are commonly called reading books or readers, which are usually published as anthologies that combine previously published short stories, excerpts from longer stories and original works. The standard basal series comes with individual identical
books for students, a teacher's edition of the book and a collection of notebooks, evaluations and activities. Description Basal readers are usually organized. Stories are selected to illustrate and develop specific skills that are teached in a predetermined order. The teacher's editions are also tightly
organized and contain much more than just answers to the questions that usually appear at the end of each reading passage. The teacher's book also includes suggestions for reading and post-reading activities and evaluations, as well as scripted questions to ask students about specific points in the
story. History Examples and Perspectives in this article may not represent a worldwide view of the subject. You can improve this article, discuss the issue on the discussion page, or create a new article as needed. (January 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Basal readers
have been in use in the United States since the mid-1860s, starting with a series called McGuffey readers. This was the first reader published with the idea of having one text for each level of the degree. [quote required] Since then, the teaching methodologies in the school basal basal procedures have
changed regularly. The Scott Foresman Company has published what is perhaps the most famous basal series, whose stories were played by two children named Dick and Jane. Dick and Jane's book emphasized remembering words at a glance, a method that came to be known as look and say. This
philosophy has come under attack in the late 1950s, thanks in large part to Rudolf Flesch's book Why Johnny Can't Read. This was a stinging condemnation of the look say method and advocated a return to programs that emphasize teaching phonics to novice readers. During the 1970s and early 1980s,
the pendulum swung back to a more phonics-based approach. During the second part of the 1980s, basal use decreased as reading programs began to turn to entire language programs that relied more on business books than on textbooks. The 1990's and early 21st century were the first of its all time.
Benefits The highly planned nature of basal readers is considered one of their strengths, because it eases the burden on teachers, especially those who are inexperienced. Specific skills can be easily targeted, tested and corrected. Those with highly controlled use of vocabulary can alleviate difficulties for
beginners or weak readers. Students who read below class level will get some benefits from using basal level. The exposition will prepare them for state testing. Using a basal reader as a starting point for reading at the grade level allows educators to quickly assess students' reading levels. Bazals are not
meant to be the only source a student uses, just a starting point. See also Children's Literature Portal Authors Joy Cowley Kate Harrington Types Anthology Primer Classified Readers Alphabet Book Education Extensive Reading Phonics Reading Education Full Language Examples Alice and Jerry Dick
and Jane Janet and John Peter and Jane Spot Dog McGuffey Readers New England Primer Al-Qiraa Al-Khaldouniya Alfubei Nwe Links External Links Free Classified Readers for English Students Oxford University Japan Graded Readers, Oxford University Press – Getting Started, FAQ Obtained from
Basic Reading Approach is a method of teaching reading using commercially produced materials. Basal reading materials are very common in the United States and are organized so that teachers can focus on teaching specific strategies and skills with their students. The teaching materials that
accompany the basal system are also very organized and the program developers provide very scripted lessons, questions and assessments for teachers to use during their lessons. In the past basal systems contained one set of books for students, but the system has evolved to now include multiple sets
of aligned books so that teachers can match students with the right book for their specific abilities.         According to Reading and Learning to Read, the basal reading system could be interpreted as a bottom-up approach. It is also described as quite universal, so the intended audience for system is wide.
It is usually aimed at students in grades 1-6, but can be used up to grade 12 based on the needs of students. The basal reading approach is changing partly due to the implementation of common basic state standards in many states, there is pressure on more content areas of reading tasks and the use of
more nonfiction texts as well as different genres. Today's commercial programs contain multiple text area content then older programs and cover a wide range of genres. These include whole groups of interactive lessons and small groups of differentiated lessons... (Vacca, 44.)         Scripted systems,
such as the basal approach, are designed to target all areas of reading and are considered highly effective when used as a unified program that is adopted by the school. According to scripted reading programs: Fishing for Success veteran and inexperienced teachers tend to move away from programs
one way or another to make them less effective.         The research in the article also explains that there are many factors that play a key role in the success of the scripted program and what administrators should keep in mind when considering buying basal reading. Teachers are the main factor starting
with the quality of teachers, teachers must also be part of the decision-making process for the programme to be purchased, as well as have some choice in how the programme will be teached and which literature will be used. In addition to the teacher to buy in it, it is essential that the administration
ensure proper professional development and training for teachers to increase the effectiveness of performing a basal reading approach. Access.
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